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SMEFT: a model-independent study
• Step 1: Use the Standard Model EFT


• Step 2: Constrain all the Wilson coefficients with all the observables


• Step 2: Make some assumptions to simplify the SMEFT, say oblique, 
flavor universal, MFV, flavor diagonal, etc.


• Step 3: Choose relevant Wilson coefficients and relevant observables


• Step 4: Global fit (within assumptions) !


• But wait... relevant to what?



Relevant to the W mass, of course!

• In SMEFT @ dim-6, W mass is corrected by

• W mass is one of the EWPO



SMEFT analysis of EWPO

• There are 10 SMEFT operators 
relevant to the EWPO


• Only 8 linear combinations can 
be constrained


• 2 flat directions remain

U(3)q × U(3)u × U(3)d × U(3)l × U(3)e



• This would be the guide for model building: try to build models 
consistent with these values

• But treating the EWPO in isolation is problematic

SMEFT analysis of EWPO



ΔPDG
CKM ≈ − (0.15 ± 0.06) %

First-row CKM unitarity

• Vud and Vus are obtained from nuclear beta decay 
and Kaon decays 


• Requires detailed understanding of radiative 
corrections


• Very precise determinations are in tension with 
CKM unitarity 



First-row CKM in SMEFT (with MFV)

• where  is irrelevant to the EWPO and 
does not play a role in the fit


• We combine the relevant Wilson 
coefficients into 


• Replace  with  and re-do the fit
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Oops!
• From the re-fit, we obtain a large, %-level, deviation from 

the first-row CKM unitarity


• Based on up-to-date predictions of   nuclear 
beta-decays and Kaon decays, the PDG average 
indicates that


• A 2-sigma deviation per se, but much smaller than 
indicated by the fit


• Refitting with CKM included shifts the values


• Would point to other models!

0+ → 0+

Δfit
CKM ≈ − (1 ± 0.5) %

ΔPDG
CKM ≈ − (0.15 ± 0.07) %



Let's include more high energy data
• EWPO + Diboson + Top + Higgs


• More observables, more relevant 
operators


• Global-fit with 20 operators (flavor 
universal)


• Well, the same. Percent-level CKM 
unitarity violation


• Adding more high energy data does not 
help! 

• The same if one uses flavor diagonal 
assumptions (2204.05992, Zupan et al)



• These two models induce too 
large CKM unitarity violation



Is it really W mass the perpetrator?
• If not, then the global-fit should be in bad tension with 

CKM even before the new CDF results


• So, what was  before 2022?


• We re-did the old EWPO fits


• It was only  in 0908.1754


• And a similar value indicated by 2012.02779,


    which is the old version of the 20-parameter fit


• It seems that roughly about half of the deviation was 
already there, and the CDF W mass has doubled that.

ΔCKM

−(0.4 ± 0.4) %

Δfit
CKM ≈ − (1 ± 0.5) %



What happened? The Flat

• Fitting to the high energy data, there 
exists an almost flat direction involving 

 and 


• It can only be lifted by the W mass


• The value of W mass largely dominates 
the constraints on  and  along 
this flat direction

CHD Cll

CHD Cll



The Flat is the Ugly
• Grey bars: Fitting results 

to the high energy data 
but without W mass


• Not even compatible with 
the real W mass at all, if 
both  and  are 
present

CHD Cll



Finally, CKM comes to the rescue

•  is sensitive to 


• It can help lift the flat direction


• They've heard us! 

• And 2204.05260 is now v2

ΔCKM Cll



Take a closer look

• The old W mass has already 
deviated from the CKM and 
the Z-pole


• Corresponding to the 0.5% 
tension before CDF


• The new W mass drifted 
further away


• Worsening the tension into 1%



All good?
• So it seems. The Flat 

has been resolved


• Although some strong 
tension still remains 
between the High and 
the Low



• We may effectively decouple the CKM 
from EWPO by a non-zero 


•  is constrained by 8 TeV 
data at the LHC


• Could be tested by 13 TeV data


• And also at the HL-LHC
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Summary
• SMEFT global-fits including only high 

energy data will damage the CKM 
unitarity


• Low energy data is important because 
they can help lift some of the flat 
directions


• Model-independent global analyses can 
sometimes be tricky and even deceptive


• The operators are intertwined with the 
observables in a highly non-trivial way



Question • Choosing the "relevant" operators and observables 
is some kind of art


• In principle, one would like to include as many 
observables as possible (and hence many more 
operators), and still be able to make useful 
statements about new physics


• For example, what about the muon , and all 
those flavor anomalies?


• Question: In the next few years, can the community 
find patterns in the global data, which may lead to 
concrete predictions for the experiments to 
explore?
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